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1. Introduction
The Atherton Tableland has been identified as a world-class mountain bike destination
due to its natural beauty, existing network of recreational trails and the increasing
interest in the sport by locals and visitors. A large proportion of the existing trails are
used by small local groups and their locations are not publicly known. A need was
identified for a comprehensive listing (and publication) of these trails to provide
information to new, visiting or inexperienced cyclists in the area, so they can select
appropriate tracks for their experience, abilities and interest. The intent is to enable
suitable trails to be identified and accessed by the visiting public.
To that end, an inventory of trails across the Atherton Tableland was compiled to
investigate the extent of known and used trails, and to use this as the basis for a larger
project to promote cycling in the region. This current project relates to the next phase
of this endeavour; it involved developing selection criteria, extracting a set of 34 tracks
that fit these criteria, documentation and mapping of these tracks and determining the
best format for publishing this information for public consumption.

2. Methods
2.1 Selection criteria
Deliverable: Completion of criteria and process for selecting suitable towns and trails for
inclusion in an online database.
* Research selection criteria used in similar projects
* Discuss these criteria with local riders to ensure they are relevant to local conditions.
* Use the criteria to shortlist tracks for each of the major Tableland centres.
The first stage in this project was the shortlisting of trails suitable for inclusion in cycling
promotional materials (eg website). The criteria was selected from IMBA (International
Mountain Biking Association) standards, and narrowed down to four basic criteria based
on practical knowledge of track condition/potential of local cyclists and track users. The
final criteria were:
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a) Distance to closest town (particularly those highlighted as ‘hubs’ by TiMBa’s
business plan ie Atherton, Herberton, Misty Mountains and showcasing some of
the other towns in the area eg Mareeba/Koah)
b) Rides of medium duration (2-3 hours)
c) Suitable for riders across a large range of abilities
d) Readily accessible (tracks that do not cross private land, where access is
permitted without prior approval)
Based on these criteria, 34 tracks from the original inventory of 340 were deemed
suitable for inclusion in the refined list; some are immediately ready for promotion, and
others are flagged as requiring some maintenance work (eg grading) before publicising
them. The criteria were applied subjectively but based on extensive local experience.
Links were established with the Tablelands Regional Council and QPWS to discuss
future database management and options for including the mapped trails (and others
over time) in broader visitor literature/web based products. These arrangements could
not be finalised in the project timeframe due to changes to Local and State Government
personnel, however a process to build on this current project is underway.
2.2 Track selection
Deliverable: Documentation and mapping of the trails to include a selection of loops,
circuits and point-to-point trails.
* Investigate the availability and accuracy of existing trail datasets related to shortlisted
tracks.
* On-site and desktop assessment of shortlisted tracks against criteria.
* GPS data and attributes added to a GIS and checked against existing trail data.
GIS datasets were obtained from QPWS, the Wet Tropics Management Authority, local
riders who record routes using a GPS, Main Roads data, road maps and Google Earth,
as well as actively recording trails that are frequently used but not available in these
datasets. Mapping of the 34 suitable trails was completed based on information from
these multiple sources.
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3. Outcomes
3.1 List of trails
Based on these criteria, 34 tracks from the original 340 were deemed to be immediately
suitable for inclusion in the refined list, with some immediately ready for promotion, and
others flagged as requiring some maintenance work (eg grading) before they can be
publicised.
Four main areas are represented:
Mareeba (+
Walkamin)
•

Clohesy

Koah,
Creek

Dimbulah
to

&

Copperlode

Herberton (+ Irvinebank & Mount
Garnet)
•

Dam

Herberton-Irvinebank

Road

to

Silver Valley Road

•

Davies Creek to Copperlode Dam

•

Irvinebank to Mount Garnet

•

Flaggy Creek (Wondecla to Silver

•

Mount Misery to Victoria Siding

Valley Road)

•

Silver Valley Road (Herberton to

•

Innot Hot Springs)

Henry Hannam Drive to Tinaroo
Creek Road

•

Lappa Junction

•

Dimbulah to Mount Mulligan

•

Rolley Road to Plath Road (Low
Road/Halls Falls)

•

Rolley Road

•

Silver Valley Road to Wild River

•

Flaggy Creek to road west of
Tepon

•

Herberton to Silver Valley Road
(via Irvinebank)

•

Plath Road to Drover’s Lookout

•

Flaggy Creek to Kaban

•

Plath Road to East Hill Road (High
Road)

•
Atherton (+ Tinaroo)
•

Inner Mount Baldy Loop

Plath Road to Deep Creek

Misty Mountains (+ Malanda)
•

Maalan Road
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•

Middle Mount Baldy Loop

•

Merragallan Road

•

Outer Mount Baldy (Mount Wallum

•

Bally Knob

Loop)

•

K Tree Road

•

Waterfall Loop

•

The Crater Loop

•

Kennedy

Highway

to

Scrubby

Creek
•

Mount Edith Road

•

Mount Wallum Road

•

Tinaroo Falls Dam to Tinaroo
Creek Road

•

Danbulla Forest Drive

•

Kauri Creek Road

Some of the shorter tracks, particularly the point-to-point (P2P) routes, have been
mapped individually, but when coupled with other short tracks can form longer P2P or
circuit tracks. See for example the Rolley Road and Plath Road tracks (coloured below
in Figure 1to show the individual track segments) which could produce a
shorter/alternative option to The Crater Loop (purple).
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Figure 1. Separate tracks have been mapped individually, but easily form longer circuit or point to
point routes.

The tracks shortlisted for this project are shown in plates 1-34.
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Plate 3. Flaggy Creek (Wondecla to Silver Valley Road)
Plate 1. Clohesy Creek to Copperlode Dam

Plate 2. Davies Creek to Copperlode Dam

Plate 4. Henry Hannam Drive to Tinaroo Creek Road
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Plate 5. Herberton-Irvinebank Road to Silver Valley Road

Plate 6. Inner Mount Baldy Loop

Plate 7. Middle Mount Baldy Loop

Plate 8. Outer Mount Baldy (Mount Wallum Loop)
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Plate 9. Irvinebank to Mount Garnet

Plate 11. Maalan Road

Plate 12. Merragallan Road
Plate 10. Kennedy Highway to Scrubby Creek
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Plate 15. Mount Misery to Victoria Siding
Plate 13. Mount Edith Road

Plate 14. Mount Wallum Road

Plate 16. Rolley Road
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Plate 17. Rolley Road to Plath Road (Low Road/Halls Falls)

Plate 19. Silver Valley Road (Herberton to Innot Hot Springs)

Plate 18. Silver Valley Road to Wild River
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Plate 20. Tinaroo Falls Dam to Tinaroo Creek Road

Plate 22. K Tree Road

Plate 23. Danbulla Forest Drive

Plate 21. Bally Knob
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Plate 24. Flaggy Creek to road west of Tepon
Plate 26. Herberton to Silver Valley Road (via Irvinebank)

Plate 25. Flaggy Creek to Kaban

Plate 27. Kauri Creek Road
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Plate 30. Plath Road to East Hill Road (High Road)
Plate 28. Dimbulah to Mount Mulligan

Plate 29. Plath Road to Drover’s Lookout

Plate 31. Plath Road to Deep Creek
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Plate 32. Lappa Junction

Plate 34. The Crater Loop

Plate 33. Waterfall Loop
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4. Map production
Deliverable: Determine the most suitable format for publication.
* Preparation of maps showing selected trails.
* Provision of GIS/GPS files for inclusion on website.
4.1 Map format
A number of potential formats were considered for the production of maps. At first, it
was suggested that the best method of displaying the data would be a series of KML
files to be shown on a Google Earth or Google Maps feed on the website, however
this format alone would make map printing slightly more difficult without extra
website (or user) capabilities.
Map examples were sourced from books, pamphlets and the internet to compare
features of existing MTB track maps, and these were circulated to an ‘expert panel’
for feedback. The best qualities of each were considered for inclusion in local maps.
The Organised Grime (“OG”) website (www.organisedgrime.com.au) was found to
be a good example of what TFC is trying to achieve; and the maps created for the
Atherton Tableland tracks are based loosely on this model (Appendix 1). The tracks
are coloured by difficulty (from green (easy) through to blue, red and black (most
difficult).
Ideally these formats could be used together on the website ie users could view and
select their trails on Google Earth with reference to terrain, geography and difficulty,
and then click a link to download a pre-made PDF map of that track. Developing this
concept requires further discussion with the web-designer and programmer to bring
the final product to fruition.

5. Key issues
Mountain bike riders using these trails will need to be made aware of hazards
peculiar to each track, for example other users to watch out for (eg horses or
motorists), seasonal closures (eg in the wet season), and medium and high risk
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features (eg active railway crossings, powerline easements, highway/road
crossings). This information is included in written documentation for each map (track
overview and warnings/disclaimers) as well as icons on the maps themselves.
The long term maintenance of this site (and map/information accuracy) needs to be
further discussed and consolidated within existing organisations (eg. Tableland
Regional Council).
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Appendix 1.

